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MEMORANDUM 
 
 
Date:  October 21, 2017 
 
To: BUED 425 Students 
 
From:  BUED 425 Instructor(s) 
 
Subject: TYER LABORATORIES PRODUCT PROFIT SPREADSHEET 
 

 

Term Definitions 

Relative Referencing: Allows users to copy/fill a formula from one cell to other cells while maintaining 
ONLY the formula and shifting the referenced rows and columns based on where the data from the 
original cell. 

Absolute Referencing: Allows users to copy/fill a formula from one cell to other cells while maintaining 
the formula AND the exact cell reference (the cell relationship remains constant). 

Mixed Referencing: Allows users to copy/autofill a formula from one cell to other cells while 
maintaining the formula and either the Row or Column reference (the cell relationship is only constant 
for either the row or column and the remaining cell relationships shift). 

IF Function: Used to determine if a condition is met (TRUE) or is not met (FALSE) and returns a value 
based on the result. 

SUMIF Function:  Used to determine the total of a range of cells that meet a condition (TRUE). 

AVERAGEIF Function:  Used to determine the average of a range of cells that meet a condition 
(TRUE). 

COUNTIF Function:  Used to determine count a range of cells that meet a condition (TRUE). 

Excel Core M3 – References & IF Functions 

Excel Core 2016 Microsoft Office Specialist Exam Competencies 

The following exam competencies from the Excel Core 2016 Microsoft Office Specialist exam are 
assessed and/or should be practiced in the Excel Core M3 Assignment: 
 
1. Create and Manage Worksheets and Workbooks 

1.3 Format Worksheets and Workbooks 
1.3.7 Adjust row height and column width 
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1.4 Customize Options and Views for Worksheets and Workbooks 
 1.4.8 Display formulas 

 
2. Manage Data and Cell Ranges 
 2.1 Insert Data in Cells and Ranges 

2.1.1 Replace data 
2.1.2 Cut, copy, or paste data 
2.1.3 Paste data by using special paste options 
2.1.4 Fill cells by using Auto Fill 
2.1.5 Insert and Delete Cells 

 2.2 Format Cells and Ranges 
2.2.1 Merge cells 
2.2.2 Modify cell alignment and indentation 
2.2.3 Format cells by using Format Painter 
2.2.4 Wrap text within cells 
2.2.5 Apply number formats 
2.2.6 Apply cell formats 
2.2.7 Apply cell styles 

 
4. Perform Operations with Formulas and Functions 
 4.1 Summarize Data by Using Functions 

4.1.1 Insert references 
4.1.2 Perform calculations by using the SUM function 
4.1.3 Perform calculations by using MIN and MAX functions 
4.1.4 Perform calculations by using the COUNT function 
4.1.5 Perform calculations by using the AVERAGE function 

4.2 Perform Conditional Operations by using Functions 
4.2.1 Perform logical operations using the IF function 
4.2.2 Perform logical operations using the SUMIF function 
4.2.3 Perform logical operations using the AVERAGEIF function 
4.2.4 Perform logical operations using the COUNTIF function 

 
In addition, it is suggested students practice the following skills and/or use the following tools in this 
assignment in order to increase MS Excel proficiency: 
 

● Spell check 
● Formatting: alignment, styles, number, editing, page setup, printing, clipboard, etc. 
● Search for data within a workbook 
● Adjust row height and column width 
● Using the Save As and Save features in Excel 

 

Competencies from each Module (including the MS Word Unit) should be consistently practiced and 
utilized on all future BUED 425 assignments. BUED 425 builds software proficiency and workplace 
communications by requiring students to continually utilize learned concepts throughout the entire 

course. Therefore, students will be graded on utilizing learned concepts through the entire Excel Core 
Unit—not just in the assignment the concepts are introduced. 
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Workplace Scenario 

You work at a pharmaceutical distribution company: Tyer Laboratories (Tyer). Tyer has existed for over 
85 years and is committed to existing for many more years. Due to new health regulatory laws and 
OSHA requirements, the company has experienced steadily declining profit margins over the past three 
years. Knowing the company cannot continue to operate on slim profit margins, a lean manufacturing 
consulting company—LMSS Consulting, LLC—was hired to analyze current production and business 
operations. Based on the LMSS Consulting, LCC’s (LMSS) recommendations, the goal is to apply six 
sigma techniques throughout the entire organization to drastically improve profit margins to avoid 
layoffs during the fourth quarter.  
 
You’ve been tasked with developing a workbook that will allow LMSS to evaluate products and 
suppliers of Tyer. 
 
Open the Tyer Laboratories Profit Margin Spreadsheet workbook and name it 
LastnameFirstInitial_TyerProfitMargin_Spreadsheet.  
 
Using the provided information on the Current Profit Margins worksheet, start modifying the workbook 
based off the provided data and assignment instructions below. 

EXAM STRATEGY: The MOS 2016 exam instructions intentionally use different 
language than the actual Excel command names in order to test program knowledge 
and proficiency. As you read the instructions, think of synonyms that could be used in 
lieu of the actual program command names (shown when you hover over options on 

the ribbon). 

For example, the exam instructions are not necessarily contain the words Calculate 
when it is prompting a formula creation or the use of a function. The word “replace” 

my be used in lieu of copy or paste, etc. 

Flagged Function 

In determining appropriate product profit margins, you decide to highlight any product that has a 
product profit less than or equal to 35 percent for LMSS. 
 
In column P, create a new function for the first product (cell O3) to determine if the product profit margin 
is less than or equal to 35 percent. If the product profit margin is greater than 35 percent, then the cell 
will remain blank; if the product profit margin is less than or equal to 35 percent, then the cell will 
contain the text “Flagged.”  

HINT: Remember -- all text strings should be contained within “quotation marks” in 
order for Excel as text strings and not named cells or cell ranges. 

Fill the function so that it evaluates each product. 
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Adjust the formatting of the cell range P3:P43 to have a text color of Aqua, Accent 5, Darker 50% and 
a font effects of Bold, and Italics. 
 
Column P, containing the Flagged function does not need a column heading in cell P2. 

COUNTIF Function 

LMSS wants to evaluate the suppliers and where they are located to determine the most costly 
products. Tyer is located in the Pacific Time Zone; communicating and receiving shipments from 
suppliers in multiple time zones costs the company money. Tyer is located in Idaho (Pacific Time Zone) 
and the shipping costs from suppliers in different time zones increases the operation costs 
(transportation). All Tyer distributors pay their own shipping costs; however, Tyer must pay the shipping 
costs when purchasing from suppliers. LMSS has asked you to determine how many suppliers exist in 
each time zone. 
 

❏ Create a new worksheet at the end of the workbook  
❏ Name the worksheet Supplier Time Zones 
❏ On the new worksheet beginning in cell A1, create the table exactly as shown in Figure 1 

 

Figure 1: Supplier Time Zones 

 
 

❏ Merge and center the text “Supplier Time Zone” in cells A1:B1 
❏ Apply the Title cell style 

❏ Apply the Heading 1 cell style to the headings in cells A2:B2 
❏ Indent the Total Suppliers cell by one level and Bold the text 
❏ Expand the columns so all of the heading and title text are visible 
❏ Create a function in cell B3 to determine the number of suppliers in the Current Profit Analysis 

worksheet that match the time zone in column A 
❏ You should only create the function for the first time zone (Central Time Zone) in cell B3 

HINT: If you can NOT locate the time zones on the Current Profit Margins spreadsheet, 
re-evaluate your spreadsheet. Remember, another employee sent you this 

spreadsheet and they may have applied some incorrect settings. Look through the 
spreadsheet thoroughly. You will need to make a slight change to the Current 

Profit Margins spreadsheet to see the appropriate data. 
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❏ Use the Auto Fill option to copy the function in cell B3 down for the rest of the number of 
suppliers in each time zone—which will work correctly if you created the correct function 
in B3. 

HINT: You should have a different type of cell reference for one of the Number of 
Suppliers function arguments when creating the function (NOT a relative reference). 

You will be graded on your ability to properly use Excel and the features you are 
learning in BUED 425. When creating the calculation for Number of Suppliers per 

Time Zone, you are required to use appropriate cell references and you will be graded 
on your use of a professional cell/row/column/worksheet/workbook referencing that is 

not a relative reference. 

❏ Look at the data to make sure the function is working properly for each time zone 

HINT: If you matched the table in Figure 1 above, you may need to adjust one of the 
Time Zone labels to have the new function work properly. Remember that the term in 

the criteria argument of the function should be the same as the range--extra 
spaces can change your results! 

❏ Add a “Total” Row in A7 and identify the total number of suppliers -- the Current Profit Margins 
spreadsheet does not contain any duplicate suppliers 

Gold Products Evaluation 

To highlight the high-performing products, you decided to create a new spreadsheet to show the Gold 
Products. You want to focus on the top-tier products with at least more than 50 percent profit margin to 
present LMSS information regarding Tyer’s highest profit margin products. 
 

❏ Create a new worksheet at the end of the workbook after Supplier Time Zones 
❏ Name the worksheet Gold Products 
❏ On the new worksheet, create the table shown in Figure 2 beginning in cell A1 

 

Figure 2: Golden Products Worksheet 

 
 

❏ Merge and center the text “Top-Tier Products On Hand” in cells A1:B1 
❏ Apply the Title cell style 

❏ Expand the columns to fully contain the heading and title text 
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❏ Create a function in cell B2 to determine the number of products where the units on-hand are 
greater than or equal to 25,000 units and the profit margin is greater than or equal to 50 percent 
from the Current Product Profit worksheet 

❏ Create a function in cell B3 to determine the average product profit margin of all products from 
the Current Product Profit worksheet if the product has a profit margin greater than or equal to 
50 percent 

❏ Format the calculated number as the appropriate number type with two decimal places 

LMSS Scenario Worksheets 

Tyer’s Marketing Manager has always applied a very basic formula to calculate operation costs (38 
percent of Unit Costs) and distributor price (Unit Cost + Operation Cost + $200). While the method may 
have worked in a past business model, the company is moving forward with the new numbers received 
from LMSS. The new LMSS numbers requires new equations and functions for specific data. Using the 
four scenarios received from LMSS you will be creating new worksheets to capture the scenarios and 
project different profit margins. 

All new worksheets you create within the workbook should have the SAME page 
layout settings as the Current Profit Margins worksheet. 

Evaluate the page layout settings of the Current Profit Margins worksheet and 
remember to check that the same settings are applied to all new worksheets. 

Scenario 1 - Flagged Products Only 
LMSS identified that the old pricing business model simply added a $200 markup per unit for each 
product--without any regard to the actual price to produce a product. To evaluate ONLY the Flagged 
products without the distraction of the other products, LMSS would like just the Flagged product 
information on its own worksheet (isolate the data for communicating). 
 

❏ Create a copy of the Current Profit Margin worksheet at the end of the workbook  
❏ Rename the new worksheet Flagged Products 
❏ Delete all the rows that are NOT Flagged from the function you created in column P 

❏ After deleting the rows that are not Flagged, the column containing Flagged is no longer 
needed and should be removed in order to keep the reader’s focus on the important 
worksheet data. 

❏ Replace the text in the title cell (A1:O1) to “Tyer Flagged Products” 
❏ Copy the cell values in the Profit Margin column 

❏ Paste only the values in the same column (Profit Margin) column to replace the 
functions with the actual function results -- eliminating the function in the Profit Margin 
column entirely. 

 

Scenario 2 - Time Zone Operational Costs 
The Product Unit Cost will NOT be changing at this time as Tyer’s suppliers have not decreased Tyer’s 
purchasing costs. Tyer is located in Idaho (Pacific Time Zone) and the shipping costs from suppliers in 
different time zones increases the operation costs (transportation). All Tyer distributors pay their own 
shipping costs. Figure 3 contains the average operational transportation cost by time zone. You 
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decided to create a separate worksheet in order to link to the same data on multiple worksheets, 
allowing you to make a change on the original worksheet and update all the linked worksheets at once. 

Creating the same data instead of referencing to the “parent” data is inefficient and 
increases the possibility for errors--typos and unintentional missed updates. Utilizing 

referencing appropriately builds your professional credibility by minimizing errors. 

❏ Create a new worksheet at the end of the workbook 
❏ Name the worksheet Time Zone Costs 
❏ On the new worksheet beginning in cell 1, create the table exactly as shown in Figure 3 

❏ Merge and center the text “Supplier Time Zone Additional Costs” in cells A1:B1 
❏ Apply the Title cell style 

❏ Apply the Heading 1 cell style to the headings in cells A2:B2 

❏ Expand the columns so all of the heading and title text are visible 
❏ Type in the Time Zone entries and related Operation Cost for each time zone as shown 

in Figure 3 
❏ Format the numbers appropriately 

 

Figure 3: Supplier Time Zone Additional Costs 

 
 

Addition of Time Zone Operational Costs to Flagged Products Worksheet 
Now that you have added the Operation Cost of each time zone, you will need to add the same 
information to the Flagged Products worksheet. Having the data visible in both worksheets allows 
LMSS to properly evaluate the flagged products during the review. 
 
On the Flagged Products worksheet: 

❏ Add a column between the Supplier Time Zone column and Product Name Brand column 
❏ Add Supplier Transportation Cost as the new column heading in row 2 
❏ Link to the Operation Cost for each product based on the Time Zone using the data in the Time 

Zone Costs worksheet 

The Time Zone Transportations Costs can change at any time. You will want to have 
the ability to quickly update your worksheet during meetings in order to impress 
management with immediate financial data. You will also want the same data to 
transfer to all other worksheets; thus, the main reason why you are linking the 

Flagged Products worksheet to the Time Zone Costs worksheet. 
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❏ Center the data in the cells on the Flagged Products worksheet in the Supplier Transportation 
Cost column 

❏ Hide the Supplier Time Zone column on the Flagged Products worksheet 
 

TO CHECK YOUR WORK: In Appendix A, you can see screenshots of the finished 
result of the Flagged Products worksheet to check your work. 

PLEASE look at the references images in Appendix A to review your work since many 
columns and calculations are added to the worksheet. 

 

Scenario 3 - Operational Costs of Products 

After several weeks of analyzing the product flow through Tyer for the flagged products, actual product 
operational costs were configured as shown in Figure 4. You decided to create a separate worksheet in 
order to link to the same data on multiple worksheets, which allows you to make a change on the 
original worksheet (one entry) and automatically update all the linked worksheets based on one entry. 

 
❏ Create a new worksheet at the end of the workbook 
❏ Name the worksheet Product Op Costs 
❏ On the new worksheet, create the table exactly as shown in Figure 4 beginning in cell A1 

❏ Merge and center the text “Tyer Operational Costs” in cells A1:B1 
❏ Apply the Title cell style 

❏ Apply the Heading 1 cell style to the headings in cells A2:B2 

❏ Expand the columns to view all of the heading and title text 
❏ Copy the Product names from the Flagged Products worksheet into this spreadsheet 

starting in cell A3 
❏ Type in the Operation Cost for each product as shown in Figure 4 
❏ Format the numbers appropriately 
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Figure 4: Tyer Actual Product Operational Costs 

 
 

Addition of Operational Costs to Flagged Products Worksheet 
❏ Add a column between the Supplier Transportation Cost column and Product Name Brand 

column 
❏ Add Actual Operations Cost as the new column heading in row 2 
❏ Link to the Operation Cost for each product based on the product name using the data in the 

Product Ops Cost worksheet 

The Product Operational Costs can change at any time. What should you do in order 
to have the ability to quickly update your worksheet during live meetings? 

❏ Center the data in the cells on the Flagged Products worksheet in the Actual Operations Cost 
column 

❏ Hide the Product Name Brand column 

TO CHECK YOUR WORK: In Appendix A, you can see screenshots of the finished 
result of the Flagged Products worksheet to check your work. 

PLEASE look at the references images in Appendix A to review your work since many 
columns and calculations are added to the worksheet. 
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Addition of Total Operations Unit Cost Calculation on Flagged Products Worksheet 
❏ Create a new column on the Flagged Products worksheet between the Unit Cost column and 

Operation Unit Cost column 
❏ Add Total Operations Unit Cost as the new column heading in row 2 
❏ Create a formula/function in the Total Operations Unit Cost column to calculate the correct Total 

Operations Unit Cost cost using the new data of the Supplier Transportation Cost and Actual 
Operations Cost 

❏ Calculate the total amount of the Supplier Transportation Cost and the Actual Operations 
Cost together, then multiply the result by the Unit Cost  

❏ Auto Fill the calculation in the Total Operations Unit Cost column for ALL the products 
 

Scenario 4 - LMSS Product Markup 

LMSS has a new product markup method it would like to evaluate to ensure that the new markup 
percentages will improve the company’s cash flow. You decided to create a separate worksheet in 
order to link to the same data on multiple worksheets. 
 

❏ Create a new worksheet at the end of the workbook 
❏ Name the worksheet LMSS Product Markup 
❏ On the new worksheet beginning in cell A1, create the table exactly as shown in Figure 5 

❏ Merge and center the text “New Product Markup” in cells A1:B1 
❏ Apply the Title cell style 

❏ Apply the Heading 1 cell style to the headings in cells A2:B2 

❏ Expand the columns to view all of the headings and title text 
❏ Type in the Total Unit Cost Ranges and Percentages as shown in Figure 5 
❏ Format the numbers appropriately 

 

Figure 5: New LMSS Product Markup 

 
 

Addition of LMSS Product Markup to Flagged Products Worksheet 
❏ Insert a new column between the Total Unit Costs column and the Distributor Price column 
❏ Add LMSS Product Markup as the new column heading in row 2 
❏ Change the Profit Margin heading in column S to Original Profit Margin 
❏ Link to the LMSS product markups from the LMSS Product Markup spreadsheet to your new 

column on the Flagged Products 
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❏ To know which Percentage to use from the LMSS Product Markup worksheet, evaluate 
the Total Unit Costs of each product in the Flagged Products worksheet to the Total Unit 
Cost column on the LMSS Product Markup worksheet 

❏ For instance, the first product on the Flagged Products worksheet has a Total 
Unit Costs of $515.04 -- this product falls in the range of $500.00 - $549.99 on 
the LMSS Product Markup worksheet. Therefore, the LMSS Product Markup 
value for this product on the Flagged Products worksheet will link to the 
percentage 55% on the LMSS Product Markup worksheet  

 

Editing the Distributor Price Formula on the Flagged Products Worksheet 
❏ Replace the Distributor Price equation to use the new LMSS Product Markup for each 

Distributor Price. 
❏ The Profit Markups can change at any time. You want the ability to quickly update your 

spreadsheet during live meetings; therefore, use appropriate cell references 
❏ The new formula for the Distributor Price is the LMSS Product Markup + 1.0 and then 

multiplied by the Total Unit Costs 
❏ HINT: Order of Operations is important 

❏ Fill the equation through the entire column for the Distributor Price 
 

Calculating the New Profit Margin on the Flagged Products Worksheet 
❏ Create a new column between the Potential Profit column and the Original Profit Margin column 

on the Flagged Products worksheet 
❏ Add New Profit Margin as the new column heading in row 2 
❏ Calculate the New Profit Margin using all of the provided LMSS data 

❏ The formula for New Profit Margin is the Potential Profit divided by the Total Value on 
the Flagged Products worksheet 

❏ Format the New Profit Margin numbers appropriately 
 

TO CHECK YOUR WORK: In Appendix A, you can see screenshots of the finished 
result of the Flagged Products worksheet to check your work. 

PLEASE look at the references images in Appendix A to review your work since many 
columns and calculations are added to the worksheet. 

Adjusting for Readability 

Modify the Heading 1 cell style in the Styles options so that the text is centered horizontally inside the 
cell. 

You should only have to make the alignment change to the style and ALL cells using 
the Heading 1 style should update automatically on ALL worksheets in the workbook. 

All submitted documents should be of professional quality that demonstrates you as a professional and 
your workplace communication skills. 
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Do NOT forget to evaluate the page layout settings of the Current Profit Margins 
worksheet and remember to apply the same settings to all worksheets after Flagged 

Products in the workbook. 

SHORTCUT: You can hold your Ctrl key and select specific worksheets to group 
them in order to apply changes to all. It is important to ungroup after you have 
applied your page layout formatting as if you make a cell change to any of the 

grouped worksheets, it will apply to all the grouped worksheets. 

Convert Multiple Sheets to a PDF Showing Formulas 

❏ Show formulas for ALL worksheets in the workbook 
❏ Export all worksheets EXCEPT the Current Profit Margins worksheet as a pdf with the name 

FirstInitialLastName_TyerProductProiftMargin_Formulas 
 
When exporting to a PDF, you have more options in the Publish as PDF or XPS dialog box at the 
bottom as shown in Figure 6 
 

Figure 6: More Options When Exporting to a PDF 

 
 
Once in the dialog box for Options, you can choose which pages to convert to a PDF in the Page 
Range options as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Options Dialog Box for Converting to a PDF 

 
 

 

Submitting Your Assignment 

In the assignment submission for Tyer Product Profit Margin Spreadsheet, please submit the following 
files in Canvas: 

❏ FirstInitialLastName_TyerProductProfitMargin_Spreadsheet (Excel workbook) 
❏ FirstInitialLastName_TyerProductProfitMargin_Formulas (Pdf) 

After you receive your grading comments, go back and correct your worksheet. You 
will be reusing the spreadsheet you created in the upcoming Charts and Sparkline 

Module.  

Part of BUED 425 grading is following directions--meaning students will be graded based on following 
directions and placing all information, screenshots, etc. in the requested location. 
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Appendix A 

The Flagged Products worksheet columns A:G are shown in Figure 6. NOTE: Columns D & G will be hidden when the worksheet is fully 
completed at the end of the assignment. 
 

Figure 6: Flagged Products worksheet, columns A:G with columns D and G showing 
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The Flagged Products worksheet columns H:T are shown in Figure 7. 
 

Figure 7: Flagged Products worksheet, columns H:T 
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The Flagged Products worksheet columns L:T are shown in Figure 8 in greater detail.  
 

Figure 8: Flagged Products worksheet, columns L:T in greater detail 

 


